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ABSTRACT
We propose a cost-effective algorithm for the dynamic image reconstruc-
tion problem in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The proposed imaging
method, the ensemble Kalman filter, is a Monte Carlo approximation to the
Kalman filter with reduced computational cost. The technique reconstructs
images of snapshots taken during a cardiac cycle from a low number of mea-
surements that can be obtained during the time interval. The algorithm
makes use of a dynamic imaging model of the object derived from prior in-
formation. The results are produced by applying the method on the extended
cardiac-torso (XCAT) human body phantom with real life parameter selec-
tions. The reconstructions are sharp, accurate and fast without any ringing
artifacts caused by the conventional methods.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter consists of the basic information and analysis required for the
thesis. The research and experiments were done based on the material pre-
sented below. This chapter has five sections. First, Section 1.1 presents
the motivation behind the thesis. Secondly, Section 1.2 explains magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), the context of cardiac imaging, static MRI and
dynamic MRI with the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches.
Section 1.3 provides the background of MRI and dynamic imaging research
leading up to the current date. Finally, Section 1.4 contains the organization
of the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
It is essential to obtain a quick high-quality image of the heart to observe car-
diac movement. However, physical limitations of the imaging systems such
as tomography and MRI [1] require novel methods to improve the speed and
quality of the results. The aim is to make use of our prior knowledge of the
heart and the dynamic features of the cardiac system, and produce better
results.
There have been new techniques especially in the last 20 years that con-
centrate on this matter. These are discussed in Section 1.4. One of the most
successful high-quality and high-speed imaging methods is dynamic tomo-
graphic imaging [2]. Tomography, by its nature, is a faster imaging method
and when it is combined with dynamic imaging algorithms, it can produce
very good results. However, MRI has its own and unique advantages, espe-
cially when dealing with cardiac imaging such as the detection of different
tissues and liquid flows. MRI can image hard tissue and does not emit radi-
ation. Due to this fact, a powerful, quick and robust cardiac MRI has always
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been the aim of research in this area.
In order to overcome the physical limitations of MRI, where we can only
obtain a limited number of measurements in a short time, dynamic imaging
methods that use the spatial [3],[4] or temporal [5],[6] correlations between
pixels are proposed. Although being a huge improvement upon fast MRI
imaging, these methods use only spatial or temporal correlation between
data points to fill in the missing pieces caused by the small number of mea-
surements taken in a small time frame. However, cardiac motion, like some
other bodily motions, has a periodical property which can be modeled and
integrated into the method to improve results, which the above methods do
not. The DIME method [7] developed by Prof. Liang at the University of
Illinois models this motion and integrates it, adding frequency response to
temporal correlations. While this motion modeling considerably improves
the results, the method includes the solution of a least squares problem of
very large matrices. This solution requires a long time frame and a powerful
computer, so a fast, causal and robust dynamic cardiac MRI method is still
in need.
This thesis proposes a new method for cardiac MRI based on the ensemble
Kalman filter, which creates fast and accurate reconstructions while reduc-
ing the computing requirements. In addition to producing successful results,
since it is easy to apply to most of the current physical setups, it has not
only theoretical but practical value as well.
1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The imaging method which is discussed in this thesis is based on magnetic res-
onance imaging. Therefore, it is important to know the basics of MRI before
we go into details about the new technique. MRI is an advanced tomographic
imaging method; it uses nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals to cre-
ate these images. The NMR phenomenon was discovered independently in
1946 by Felix Bloch at Stanford and Edward Purcell at Harvard. However,
images of slices from these signals were not obtained until 1972 when P. C.
Lauterbur developed a method he called zeugmatography, which led to MRI
[8].
MRI can be used to produce slices (2-D), volumetric (3-D) or spatial-
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Figure 1.1: Cross-sectional MRI image of the brain with T1 weighted (left)
and T2 weighted (right) contrast.
temporal (4-D) images without any adjustment to the physical setup. MRI
uses the safe radio-frequency (RF) part of the electromagnetic spectrum while
CT and similar imaging techniques use dangerous x-rays. Despite the low
energy of waves used in MRI, high-resolution images can be created with rich
detail. The power of MRI comes from the many adjustments that can be
made to the signal level, which significantly change the quality and properties
of the image. Changing these parameters can enhance different features of
the same slice in different images. Figure 1.1 shows the emphasis on separate
tissues in different contrast images created by different parameter values. In
addition to separating and enhancing the views of different tissues in the
same image, these parameters are used to obtain temporal-spatial maps of
various fluids and tissues as well as electrical changes in different imaging
scenarios such as cardiac MRI. The ability to view different tissues and flu-
ids without making any physical changes to the imager is what makes MRI
superior to other imaging techniques.
MRI systems improve physically each year, but they are approved more
slowly by governments in order to investigate their effects on human health.
This is one of the reasons why new techniques are important for better imag-
ing. As of 2010, clinical human MRI systems range from 0.5 to 2 or even
3 tesla (T) in various countries. Field homogeneity is required to be 10 to
50 parts per million (ppm) over a 30 to 50 cm diameter spherical volume.
Ten militesla per meter (mT/m) is considered good for maximum gradient
strength whereas 1.0 ms rise time from zero to maximum gradient strength
is desired for fast signal localization with conventional imaging methods [1].
These numbers are important because the following k-space coverage statis-
tics are calculated based on these numbers.
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On the mathematical level, MRI is not too different from tomography.
Although a Nobel Prize winning method, the result of years of work, the
technique used to obtain data from the object is simply a Fourier transfor-
mation that connects the data space to the mathematical representation of
the object. Since the imaging equation, or forward problem as it is called in
signal processing, is a Fourier transform, the image reconstruction equation,
or the inverse problem, is the inverse Fourier transform. Thus, MRI has
the same disadvantages, limits and complexities as tomography; for exam-
ple, the resolution and the quality of the reconstructed image are bound by
the Nyquist criterion and the number of measured k-space points. During
the imaging part of the process, the maximum gradient strength and rise
time play an important role. A typical gradient echo imaging system can
only generate one excitation during 20 ms, hence covering k-space by only
one data point. Different approaches are developed to increase this number.
For this purpose, we can categorize MRI into two groups: static MRI and
dynamic MRI. Since this thesis is about cardiac MRI, we should introduce
cardiac imaging and discuss static and dynamic MRI in that context.
1.2.1 Cardiac MRI
The heart is a fast and regularly moving part of the human body; therefore,
any cardiac imaging method should be very fast and detailed to capture the
image of the heart. However, cardiac problems are not limited to static de-
fects. Many require the observation of the heart’s movement, which needs
spatial-temporal reconstruction. It is very important to observe the heart in
times such as heart surgery recovery, and what we propose in this thesis will
improve this important step. In its simplest sense, a cardiac movie can be
created from 25 snapshots taken in a second (a general video standard). This
results in a reconstruction at every time frame after collecting measurements
for 40 ms. Combined with the typical gradient MRI, it is impossible to create
the snapshots, so cardiac MRI requires ingenuity. Obviously, the number of
measurement points are related to the desired resolution which should be at
least 32x32. In order to achieve these values, we need a fast technique.
However, one good aspect of cardiac imaging is that we know the general
structure and movement of heart beforehand. A low-resolution imaging, an
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ECG or a general mathematical model of the heart gives general temporal
and spatial information. Although this information is not exact or detailed
enough, inserting prior information can earn us better resolution and qual-
ity. The more important information here is the temporal correlation because
spatial information is subject to change in every human being at every age.
Any good imaging technique needs to take temporal information into ac-
count. On the other side, the problems of cardiac imaging are not limited to
short scan time. Factors such as patient movement, breathing or the heart
beat rate make the problem difficult, so cardiac MRI methods should have
a statistical adaptability to include these scenarios, which the method pro-
posed in this thesis has.
In this regard, we will discuss static and dynamic MRI, different approaches
to each MRI method, and why dynamic MRI is much more suitable for the
needs of cardiac imaging.
1.2.2 Static MRI
Static MRI uses only the spatial information at that exact time frame to
reconstruct images. Static MRI can also use multiple detection coils (parallel
imaging) [9] instead of a single one to increase the number of measurement
points. Regardless of the number of coils, these numbers are increased by
faster imaging methods such as fast spin-echo [10] and fast gradient [11]
imaging. Although these methods can increase the number of measured data
points, the number is limited along one dimension, which means that getting
a high-resolution reconstructed image will still require multiple excitations
to cover both dimensions equally. In order to cover both dimensions of the
k-space in a very short time, it is necessary to use echo planar imaging (EPI)
[12] or burst imaging [13]. However, using ultra-high-speed imaging methods
can only increase the number by so much. A typical EPI can collect 32 k-
space points in 20 ms, which lets us create an 8x8 image without heavy edge
artifacts, blurring or aliasing from a 40 ms scan. Considering the human
body and the level of detail required from a medical scan, this resolution is
far from what is desired.
In order to overcome this limitation, different mathematical models that
use k-space correlation between pixels are proposed including partial Fourier
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algorithms [14] and reduced field of view methods [15]. Due to its nature,
MRI has a physical limitation, which is related to the speed and quality of
the gradients. Some static MRI methods try to push this limit by inserting
spatial prior information [16] into the imaging algorithm. However, common
factors in different cardiac images which can be used for prior information
are based on temporal information rather than spatial. This leads us to
the second MRI group: dynamic MRI, which also uses temporal data to
reconstruct images.
1.2.3 Dynamic MRI
The main difference between static and dynamic MRI is that the latter uses
temporal correlation between pixels to fill in the missing information or to
improve results. This is especially important in our case since fast image
acquisitions of dynamic objects, such as in cardiac MRI, do not allow for
gathering data points over long periods of time due to the nature of the
moving object. Rather than being limited to spatial information at every
time frame, dynamic MRI uses the prior temporal information we gather
from different sources and integrates it into the algorithm to improve results.
Although dynamic MRI includes more information, it does have some dis-
advantages. In cases where the object is considerably different than average,
the prior temporal information may cloud the reconstruction and remove or
blend the significant differences. Another disadvantage of dynamic MRI is
that since temporal information is usually low resolution, combined with a
low number of measurements, high-frequency components of the object may
not display. Dynamic MRI also requires a pre-scan or pre-step to gather the
prior temporal and spatial information and the computing requirements are
much higher than static MRI, so the whole reconstruction can take more
time than static MRI.
However, most of these disadvantages can be eliminated using correct ap-
proaches. A weight system which focuses on measurements when necessary
should cover extreme cases. Losing high-frequency components is a general
problem which will be discussed in Chapter 3, but it can be improved up to
a point. The required time is shortened once we calculate the general pri-
ors, and a different statistical method, such as the ensemble Kalman filter in
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our case, significantly lowers the computing requirements. On top of these,
dynamic MRI creates higher resolution and more detailed images since it
incorporates the temporal correlations, which static MRI does not use.
Approaches to dynamic MRI can be divided into three groups: the ones
that use only temporal correlation, the ones that add a frequency component
to each k-space and the ones that use both temporal and spatial correlation.
The first group includes methods like keyhole methods [5] and view sharing
techniques [17]. These methods construct a series of measurements for each
k-space point. These measurements are updated with different time rates
for each k-space point. The missing time points are interpolated or extrap-
olated using techniques like zero-hold or linear interpolation. The downside
of these techniques is that they handle each k-space point independent of
its neighbors, which removes significant data from the reconstruction. A
time series does not necessarily tell the whole story. The second group of
methods [18] adds a frequency component to each k-space point, benefiting
from the fact that cardiac motion has a periodic property. This method still
handles each k-space point separately, but it creates a much more accurate
reconstruction using a fewer number of measurements. However, adding a
frequency component brings a larger and much more complex matrix equa-
tion, which requires higher computational power and longer time. The third
group of techniques such as UNFOLD [19] incorporates both temporal and
spatial correlation into the solution; however, this requires a special sampling
pattern to reduce noise and this pattern restricts temporal resolution. More
recent methods such as k-t BLAST [20] increase this temporal resolution,
but the prior information is obtained internally during the scan, which limits
the sampling pattern and temporal resolution. Regardless of the practical
comparisons, there is a limit to this type of prior gathering, which also limits
the reconstruction.
The method proposed in this thesis is going to use both spatial and tem-
poral correlation using a Monte Carlo approach to the Kalman filter, which
is discussed in Chapter 2. The Kalman filter takes advantage of the fact that
very few pixels change between consecutive time frames. It creates a fast
and causal reconstruction balancing and regulating between measurements
and the prior information. In this method we use the ensemble Kalman
filter, which reduces the computational requirements while maintaining the
reconstruction quality. It also has the statistical tools to adapt to different
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cases while updating itself iteratively. We will obtain the necessary prior
information externally from a generalized model. Although this may have
disadvantages, especially to each individual, in general it makes a reconstruc-
tion with limitless frame-rate possible. Obviously the error and noise of these
values will change when real data is used instead of the synthetic ones used
in this thesis, but the results look promising even with the mathematical
model.
1.3 History
The research behind the method proposed in this thesis is based on previous
temporal reconstruction techniques and imaging methods. In order to give
the credit where it is due, we should indicate the previous work. Although
the discovery of NMR goes back to 1946 by Bloch [21] and Bloembergen et
al. [22], the phenomenon was not used for image formation until 1972 when
Paul Lauterbur developed a spatial information encoding technique called
zeugmatography [8]. And the dynamic imaging techniques for MRI have
been developed only recently due to the advancement in computer capabil-
ities. Some of this work is summarized here, closely following a survey by
Tsao et al. [20].
Early work on dynamic imaging consisted of capturing higher resolution
images in short periods of time and putting them together to create dynamic
images with high temporal resolution. While these methods differ for each
imaging technique, they all have the same physical limits of the system they
use. EPI [12] and burst imaging [13] are among the fast imaging methods
developed for MRI. Later methods for dynamic imaging try to use the spatial
and temporal correlation between pixels and create higher resolution images
with the given data.
These correlations can be investigated in k-space, time or both. K-space
correlation was used by different methods such as partial Fourier [3],[14],
reduced field of view [15], parallel imaging [9],[4] and prior information in-
clusion [3],[16]. K-space methods reconstruct each time frame independently
using the spatial correlation between the data points to fill in the missing
information. However these methods lack temporal information about the
real object.
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Temporal correlation is the interpolation of missing k-space data in a time
series for each point by using the values at other time frames. Different inter-
polation schemes are used, but each k-space point is updated independently
from others. Keyhole methods [23],[5] and view sharing techniques [17],[6]
are among the basic methods that use temporal correlation. These meth-
ods handle each k-space point independently so the interpolation methods
do not consider the structure of the object. Later methods include the fre-
quency components of each k-space point, adding the frequency response to
the temporal correlation algorithms. Dynamic imaging by model estimation
(DIME) by Liang et al. [7] and similar methods [18] are being used in this
context. Although these methods take the periodical features of the object
into account, they require a higher computational power and longer time to
reconstruct images.
Some of the methods, such as UNFOLD [19] and a method developed by
Willis and Bresler [24],[25],[26],[27], use both the k-space and temporal cor-
relation of points to calculate missing data points. Although these methods
do not increase noise, the data needs to be sampled according to a special
pattern which places new constraints on the frame rate. New similar meth-
ods such as k-t BLAST and k-t SENSE [20] improve upon this frame rate
considerably, but the theoretical limit stays on the combination of temporal
and spatial resolution.
Like the aforementioned methods, Kalman filter based methods [28],[29],[30]
use the fact that during the temporal flow, only a few pixels of the image
change from one time frame to the next. The advantage of the Kalman
based methods is that they can create fast and causal reconstructions af-
ter the initialization process. However, the Kalman filter uses very large
matrices to compute the temporal correlation of different time frames. In or-
der to overcome this problem, the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), a Monte
Carlo approximation of the Kalman filter, has been developed [31]. A local-
ized version of this filter has been developed by Butala et al. [32] and used
for tomographic imaging of dynamic objects [33]. The latter paper shows
that EnKF can produce reconstructions with equal detail and resolution to
the Kalman filter while reducing the computational cost significantly. An
adaptation of EnKF to cardiac CT [2] has been applied on the dynamic ex-
tended cardiac-torso (XCAT) cardiac phantom [34] to create very promising
spatial-temporal images. The method proposed in this thesis is based on this
9
adaptation of EnKF.
1.4 Synopsis
The rest of this thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter 2 describes the
formulation of the problem and the simulation tools used for this research.
The first section gives information about the XCAT phantom we used to
simulate the human body, while the second section defines the continuous
and discrete formulations of the forward problem. The third section explains
the inverse reconstruction methods and the motion model used in Kalman
and ensemble Kalman filters.
Chapter 3 provides reconstruction results from testing the proposed method
on synthetic data. It also discusses the selection of parameters and the re-
sults with different settings. Chapter 4 summarizes the thesis and suggests
future research to improve the proposed method.
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CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1 Dynamic Human Body Model
The human body is a complex system containing parts with different densi-
ties. MRI is a process which reconstructs an image depending on a measured
physical value of the spatial region. On the signal processing level, we will
represent the human body, or the region of interest in particular, by an image
function which is equal to the desired image after MRI. This image can be
represented as a continuous function. However, a pixelized version is better
suited to compute the dynamic imaging algorithms. For this purpose, we
are going to use a mathematical model of the human body that has been
compiled from real CT and MRI data. The extended cardiac-torso (XCAT)
phantom was developed by Segars [34] and it has many parameters that can
be adjusted, such as heart or respiratory motion, spatial and temporal res-
olution, the region of interest and some physical features of the body. The
options that are used will be given in the results section of the thesis.
Let x denote the direction from front to back of a body, y denote the
direction from left to right and z denote the direction from top to bottom
(cephalocaudal); then N is the number pixels of an XCAT slice taken at the
z0 coordinate. At both x and y axes, the region of interest is divided into
N equal parts, which creates N2 pixels of the slice. We are working on 2-D
images along spatial coordinates so the thickness of the slice is irrelevant.
XCAT phantom creates an image of a slice with N2 pixels and we are going
to use this image as ground truth. Figure 2.1 shows an example slice created
at 128× 128 resolution from XCAT phantom.
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Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional image of the heart and upper torso generated by
the XCAT phantom at N = 128.
2.2 Measurement Operator
MRI lets us choose a region of interest by adjusting the gradient pulses.
For two-dimensional spatial imaging, a slice selective soft pulse [1] is used.
However, we are not interested in the choice of MRI parameters and gradients
because the proposed method increases the image quality for every parameter
chosen. Mathematical representations of the data acquisition during a typical
MR imaging are given below. The summary of equations and figures given
below closely follows the explanations by Liang and Lauterbur [1].
2.2.1 Continuous Formulation
Let ρ(x, y, z, t) denote the object function that incorporates the physical
properties of the body. The term t is the temporal direction parameter where
each increment represents a certain amount of time increase. Let ρi(x, y, z)
denote the object function at time ti; then the desired image function Ii(x, y)
of a slice selective imaging can be written as
Ii(x, y) =
∫ z0+δz/2
z0−δz/2
ρi(x, y, z)dz (2.1)
where δz is the thickness of the slice. In order to encode two-dimensional
data, a number of excitations need to be done. Each excitation is the appli-
cation of the spin-echo signal to generate an identical signal S(τ). However,
each S(τ) can be encoded differently in each excitation. For the nth excitation
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cycle, the spin-echo signal is
Sn(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ z0+δz/2
z0−δz/2
ρ(x, y, z)e−iγ(τ−TE)(Gn,x+Gn,y)dxdydz (2.2)
where Gn,x, Gn,y are the encoding gradients during the n
th excitation and TE
is the echo time for the spin-echo signal. If Tacq is the data acquisition time
during imaging, then Equation 2.2 is valid when |τ − TE| < Tacq/2 . The
equation of the generated signal is very similar to a Fourier transform, so
we make a few changes to put it into the exact form. After we incorporate
Equation 2.1 into Equation 2.2 and substitute kx = γGx,n(τ − TE)/2pi and
ky = γGy,n(τ − TE)/2pi for all excitation cycles, then the imaging equation
for time i becomes
Si(kx, ky) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Ii(x, y)e
−i2pi(kxx+kyy)dxdy (2.3)
where kx and ky are the coordinates of the k-space or Fourier space. As
can be seen from the equation, the imaging sequence with a spin-echo signal
converts a two-dimensional slice into k-space measurement data. Therefore,
the conditions of the Fourier transform apply to the imaging equation we
have. A set of k-space data can be reconstructed to the original image by
inverse Fourier transform. However, a lossless reconstruction requires full
coverage of the required part of the k-space under the Nyquist criterion. We
also know that a function cannot be both space and frequency limited, and
since the object we want to image is clearly space-limited, it has infinite
frequency components, which suggests that we need to cover the k-space in
both directions from −∞ to ∞ . Obviously, this is not possible during a
limited time so we will always have undersampled measurement data and a
lossy reconstruction. However, we can put practical limits on the k-space
region we will cover and try to cover it most efficiently.
How k-space is covered can be changed by adjusting the encoding gradi-
ents. The spin-echo signal can be encoded using frequency encoding, phase
encoding or a combination of both. In order to frequency-encode the spin-
echo signals in both kx and ky directions, we set the gradients asGx = Gcosφn
and Gx = Gsinφn which corresponds to a single trajectory for a single exci-
tation. When we adjust the first interval length to Tacq/2, then the trajectory
starts at the k-space coordinates (−γGTacqcosφn/4pi,−γGTacqsinφn/4pi) for
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Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional frequency and phase encoding for the nth
excitation period. Solid lines show the gradient values for this excitation
while dashed lines show the values for other excitation periods.
the nth excitation. During the data acquisition, a φn angled k-space trajec-
tory with coordinates kx = γGcosφn(τ − TE)/2pi, ky = γGsinφn(τ − TE)/2pi
is covered. By using different φn at each excitation, the whole k-space can
be covered with multiple trajectories.
Another coverage of k-space is rectilinear sampling, which uses both phase-
encoding and frequency-encoding. For this sampling, we set Gy = n∆G
for the nth excitation period as shown in Figure 2.2 [1]. Gx is frequency-
encoded so the interval before the 180o pulse is still set at Tacq/2, but Gy
is phase-encoded and the phase encoding interval (Tpe) is set accordingly to
adjust the k-space coverage along the ky direction. This signal sequence,
which corresponds to a single line segment parallel to the kx axis, starts
at the point (−γGxTacq/4pi,−γn∆GTpe/2pi) and covers the coordinates with
kx = γGx(τ − TE)/2pi and ky = γn∆GTpe/2pi. The coverage of k-space by
this method can be seen in Figure 2.3 [1].
These methods construct the basis of k-space coverage during MRI. More
complicated image sequences are proposed and used to cover larger k-space
regions with finer details. However, we will use rectilinear sampling in this
thesis regardless of the image sequence used to obtain it. The reason is that
rectilinear measurement data is much more simple to manipulate once con-
verted into a digital form.
The phase-encoding method described above, which consists of both fre-
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Figure 2.3: The coverage of k-space by rectilinear sampling using the
phase-encoding method in Figure 2.2. The left figure shows a single
excitation coverage while the right figure shows the whole coverage of
k-space by multiple excitations.
Figure 2.4: The signal sequence to generate a rectilinear coverage of the
k-space. Blipped Gy pulses phase-encode the signal for each frequency
encoding. It can be seen that the sequence that covers the whole k-space is
done in one excitation which considerably shortens the scan time.
quency and phase-encoding of the spin-echo signal, can only cover a line
segment during a single excitation interval (TR). This line segment is par-
allel to the kx axis, so in other words, only a single coordinate is covered
along the ky axis during one excitation. With multiple excitations necessary
to cover the whole k-space, it takes considerable time (20 ms for each k-
space point [1]) to obtain enough samples during a single image acquisition.
Fast imaging methods have been proposed to counteract this problem. Echo-
planar imaging, for example, can cover the k-space in a single excitation by
using blipped Gy gradient pulses [35] shown in Figure 2.4 [1] which results
in a rectilinear sampling of the whole k-space (64 k-space points in 40 ms)
as illustrated in Figure 2.5 [1]. However, the time gain in EPI comes with
other limits. The receiver of the MRI system needs to be highly sensitive and
the gradients should be able to create regular low-value pulses very quickly.
Even if these conditions are satisfied, each low-pulse blip causes noise to the
neighboring pulses.
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Figure 2.5: The continuous rectilinear sampling of the k-space by using the
EPI sequence shown in Figure 2.4.
2.2.2 Matrix Representation of the Forward Equation
Although the continuous formula in Equation 2.3 is the exact form of the
forward equation, it cannot be stored and used by computing environments.
This requires the discretization of the problem which results in data loss.
Obviously, the more data sampled from the continuous signal, the better the
reconstruction. However, more data requires more storage space in terms of
hard disks, more fast-access memory in terms of RAM and faster compu-
tational power in terms of CPU. There are always physical limits to these
necessities in addition to the practical cost and time limits. New methods
including the one in this thesis are proposed to reduce the computational re-
quirements and time; so before we move on to the method, we need to obtain
a matrix representation of the forward equation to understand the situation.
Rectilinear sampling, which we use in this thesis, is discrete along the ky
direction by definition. The resolution along this direction can be adjusted
by the value of the gradient in the same direction and the phase encoding
time during the sequence. The pixel width, ∆ky, along the ky direction is
equal to γn∆GTpe/2pi in a basic spin-echo sequence which can easily be set
to sufficiently low values. However, the number of excitations necessary to
cover the complete ky direction increases when the pixel width decreases.
This number depends on the excitation time and it is limited by the whole
imaging time. On the other side, the kx direction is continuous by defini-
tion, but it is discretized by the computer when the data is first stored to
memory. The pixel width, ∆kx, along this direction is equal to γ |Gx|∆τ/2pi
where ∆τ is the readout sampling time interval of the imaging computer.
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Figure 2.6: Discrete rectilinear sampling of the k-space. The space-limited
object shown on the left produces k-space data which is shown on the right.
The pixel widths on the right figure are upper-limited by the object widths.
The resolution along this direction is usually limited by the readout interval
as opposed to the complete coverage time along the ky direction. The data
acquisition time is set with respect to the resolution requirements along both
directions.
It is preferred to cover a larger k-space region for a better reconstruction.
A lossless reconstruction would require the coverage of the infinite k-space,
but our capabilities are bounded by time and physical limits. This finite
coverage of k-space causes the well-known Gibbs ringing artifact. When the
resolution cannot be increased any more, it may be a better choice to increase
the pixel width in order to include high-frequency components to reduce the
ringing artifact. These components are also important when there are un-
expected anomalies or foreign objects in the original image. However, the
space-limited nature of the object also puts an upper limit on the pixel width
due to the Nyquist criterion. For this, we need to have ∆kx < 1/Wx and
∆ky < 1/Wy, where Wx and Wy are the widths of the object along x and y
directions. The discrete sampling of k-space is shown in Figure 2.6 [1].
To continue with further work, we need to discretize the image function
Ii(x, y) in Equation 2.3. Let us divide the original slice image with widths Wx
and Wy into Nx×Ny pixels where all pixels are rectangles of equal area, and
the dimensions of each pixel are ∆x×∆y. Figure 2.7 shows the pixelization
of the image. Let Ii denote a matrix of size Nx × Ny and Ii[nx, ny] denote
the element of this matrix on the nthx row and n
th
y column. Then,
Ii[nx, ny] =
1
∆x∆y
∫ ny∆y−Wy/2
(ny−1)∆y−Wy/2
∫ nx∆x−Wx/2
(nx−1)∆x−Wx/2
Ii(x, y)dxdy . (2.4)
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Figure 2.7: Pixelization of the original image. Each pixel is a rectangle with
dimensions ∆x×∆y while the image widths are Wx and Wy.
Although mentioned earlier, we should change the notation of the signal
function or k-space function S(kx, ky) to emphasize the discrete nature. Let
Si denote a matrix of size Mx ×My and Si[mx,my] denote the element of
this matrix on the mthx row and m
t
yh column. Then,
Si[mx,my] = Si((mx − 1−Mx/2)∆kx, (my − 1−My/2)∆ky) . (2.5)
When we put Equations 2.4 and 2.5 into Equation 2.3 , we get
Si[mx,my] =
Nx∑
nx=1
Ny∑
ny=1
WxWy
NxNy
e−i2piR(nx,ny ,mx,my)Ii[nx, ny] (2.6)
and R is defined as
R(nx, ny,mx,my) = (mx − 1−Mx/2)∆kx(nx − 1−Nx/2)Wx/Nx
+(my − 1−My/2)∆ky(ny − 1−Ny/2)Wy/Ny
(2.7)
where nx, ny, mx and my are the matrix indices which satisfy 1 ≤ nx ≤ Nx,
1 ≤ ny ≤ Ny, 1 ≤ mx ≤Mx and 1 ≤ my ≤My. In order to simplify Equation
2.6, we put the input and output matrices Ii and Si into a lexicographic order
and convert to vectors. Let xi denote the lexicographic vector of the image
matrix Ii and yi denote the lexicographic vector of the measurement matrix
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Si; then we have
xi[Nx(ny − 1) + nx] = I[nx, ny] and yi[Mx(my − 1) +mx] = S[mx,my] (2.8)
where xi[jx] and yi[jy] are the j
th
x and j
th
y elements of the xi and yi vectors of
size NxNy and MxMy. Using Equations 2.6 and 2.8, we construct a matrix Hi
of size MxMy ×NxNy in order to define the relationship between the input-
output vectors xi and yi. If Hi[hx, hy] denotes the element of the matrix Hi
on the hthx row and h
th
y column, then we set this element as
Hi[hx, hy] =
WxWy
NxNy
e−i2piR(nx,ny ,mx,my) (2.9)
for each nx, ny, mx and my where hx = Mx(my − 1) +mx and hy = Nx(ny −
1) +nx. This matrix is called the DFT matrix. Including the fact that every
system has a measurement noise, this results in the simple equation
yi = Hi xi + vi . (2.10)
where vi is the measurement noise. This concludes the matrix representation
of the forward equation.
2.3 Inverse Problem
The reconstruction of an image from the measured data is called the inverse
problem. The problematic nature of this reconstruction has three main as-
pects. The first one is that not every forward equation has an inverse or a
computable inverse which can be used to reconstruct images from obtained
data. The second one is that the measurements obtained are imperfect with
added noise. The other is that a lossless reconstruction requires a full data
set usually equal or comparable to the original image resolution. When this
is not the case, a basic inverse equation derived from the forward equation
can cause artifacts and low detail or resolution on the reconstructed image.
The inverse problem has always been a strong focus area of electrical engi-
neering, and different methods are proposed that aim to create robust and
high-resolution reconstructions with minimum loss of detail. This is what
we aim to achieve here. We will first give a Fourier reconstruction formula
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derived from the forward equation with its advantages and disadvantages
then continue with a brief summary of reconstructions that use k-space cor-
relations. Next, we will discuss reconstructions that use temporal correlation
with or without k-space correlation. Following these reconstruction methods,
we will arrive at Kalman and ensemble Kalman filters.
2.3.1 Direct Fourier Reconstruction
The forward equation of the MRI system is a Fourier transform as discussed
earlier. This transform covers a region of the k-space of our choosing. The
region, the granularity of coverage and the trajectory are chosen using cer-
tain parameters that are limited by time, cost and practicality. The inversion
of this equation, naturally, solves the inverse problem. However, the limits
mentioned above also affect the result of this solution, its quality and useful-
ness. First, let us go back to the beginning of forward equation. Equation
2.3 clearly suggests an infinite integral of the image function with Fourier co-
efficients. Although this was impractical in a discrete case, the fact that the
object is space-limited was taken into account in Equation 2.4 and we were
able to create a finite number of discrete pixels. Equation 2.4 only caused
the usual detail loss from continuous to discrete conversion, but took all the
spatial information on the right side of the equation due to the space-limited
image. We can even say that when we are using a pixelized image I for the
purposes of this research, the right side of the Equation 2.6 contains all the
spatial detail of the image.
On the other hand, the left side of Equation 2.6 is also finite due to prac-
tical reasons, and this time we do not have a frequency-limited signal S, due
to the nature of spatial-limited image, to support the finite amount of data.
This mandatory bound to the measurement data creates a loss of detail dur-
ing reconstruction. If we write the inverse equation using Equation 2.3 and
inverse Fourier transform, we have
Îi(x, y) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
Si(kx, ky)e
i2pi(kxx+kyy)dkxdky (2.11)
where Îi(x, y) is the reconstructed image function we want to find. Since
the data we measured was discrete, we should change the right hand side to
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a discrete sum. However, this conversion may result in unwanted artifacts
outside the field of view (FOV). FOV is the area in which the object or the
image we use is spatially limited. Since the widths of the image are Wx and
Wy, we can define the outside of the FOV as
Ii(x, y) = 0 , |x| > Wx/2 or |y| > Wy/2 (2.12)
which should also be the case for the reconstructed image function Îi(x, y);
that is why it is only evaluated within the FOV. The Nyquist criterion dis-
cussed before limits k-space pixel size by ∆kx < 1/Wx and ∆ky < 1/Wy
which is obtained by Fourier transformation of the FOV. Due to the nature
of the discrete time Fourier transform, the reconstruction should also obey
the Nyquist criterion. In other words, the equation
Îi(x, y) = ∆kx∆ky
∞∑
mx=−∞
∞∑
my=−∞
S[mx,my]e
i2pir(x,y,mx,my) (2.13)
where
r(x, y,mx,my) = (mx − 1−Mx/2)∆kxx+ (my − 1−My/2)∆kyy (2.14)
is only valid when Îi(x, y) is evaluated within the FOV. Since we already
do that with the prior knowledge of the object or the imaging system, the
condition is usually satisfied. Next, we need to take the finite amount of
measurement data into consideration. Let us divide Equation 2.13 into two
parts:
Îi(x, y) = ∆kx∆ky
Mx∑
mx=1
My∑
my=1
S[mx,my]e
i2pir(x,y,mx,my)
+
∑
mx<1;mx>Mx
∑
my<1;my>My
c[mx,my]e
i2pir(x,y,mx,my) (2.15)
where c[mx,my] are the finite valued coefficients for the high-frequency com-
ponents outside of measurement data and the left part of the summation is
the measurement data we obtained. These high-frequency coefficients can
be assigned to anything, but some constraints are imposed to ensure cer-
tain properties of the image we want. The most commonly used one is the
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minimum-norm constraint, which satisfies minimum energy for the recon-
structed image function. Using Parseval’s theorem, we have
∫ ∆ky/2
−∆ky/2
∫ ∆kx/2
−∆kx/2
∣∣∣Îi(x, y)∣∣∣2dxdy = ∆kx2∆ky2 Mx∑
mx=1
My∑
my=1
|S[mx,my]|2
+
∑
mx<1;mx>Mx
∑
my<1;my>My
|c[mx,my]|2
(2.16)
where the minimum energy is achieved when the coefficients c[mx,my] are
zero. So the finite data equation becomes
Îi(x, y) = ∆kx∆ky
Mx∑
mx=1
My∑
my=1
S[mx,my]e
i2pir(x,y,mx,my) (2.17)
which still has the continuous image function Îi(x, y) . Since we are going to
reconstruct a discrete image with a finite number of pixels, we need to convert
this to an inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT). After getting a discrete
image, a continuous function can be recovered if at least a minimum number
of pixels equal to the number of measurement data points are reconstructed
using DFT. Now if we apply Equation 2.4 to Equation 2.17, then DFT can
be defined as
Îi[nx, ny] = ∆kx∆ky
Mx∑
mx=1
My∑
my=1
S[mx,my]e
i2piR(nx,ny ,mx,my) (2.18)
where Îi[nx, ny] is the element of reconstructed image matrix Îi on the n
th
x row
and nthy column and R(nx, ny,mx,my) was defined in Equation 2.7. What
we are establishing in this equation is that we can create higher resolution
images with Fourier-sized pixels regardless of the measurement data. Obvi-
ously the reconstructed images will have artifacts and much less detail, but
we are maintaining the size of the image and FOV.
Fourier reconstruction as derived above does not involve any prior knowl-
edge, so it solely relies on the measurement data obtained during the forward
equation. This choice has its advantages and disadvantages. The main rea-
son that physicians may prefer Fourier reconstruction over other methods is
the low number of false positives. This method may not reveal much detail
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) Fourier Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 2.8: Fourier reconstruction of cardiac image when the resolution is
higher than the number of data points. The ringing artifact can be clearly
seen in the reconstructed image on the right.
when the measurement data are scarce, but it also does not show anomalies,
which the patient does not have, aside from the obvious artifacts. The rea-
son behind this is that Fourier reconstruction only uses measurement data
and zeros the high-frequency components while other methods may use prior
information and add high-frequency components, creating phantom image
parts. It is also possible to include high-frequency components in Fourier
reconstruction by increasing the k-space pixel size. However we avoid this
method because it causes aliasing, which introduces high-frequency artifacts
we do not want.
Fourier reconstruction is a very poor method when it comes to dynamic
images. Since the measurement data is very limited, we need to choose be-
tween creating quick snapshots from a few data points and gathering data
over a long period of time, eliminating its dynamic property. For comparison,
we will reconstruct the images from data gathered during identical intervals
in the results section. As a result, Fourier reconstructions will depend on less
data than desired. One of the most commonly seen artifacts in this scenario
is the Gibbs ringing artifact. This can be seen in Figure 2.8(b) where the
reconstructed image is blurry accompanied by rings surrounding the cardiac
tissue. It is reconstructed when the measured data points are half the image
resolution along one direction. Another option would be to create an image
with resolution equal to the number of measurements, which eliminates the
blurring problem but results in the blocky reconstruction seen in Figure 2.9.
Although it may not be a preferred choice when the number of measure-
ments is less than desired resolution or level of detail, Fourier reconstruction
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) Fourier Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 2.9: Fourier reconstruction of cardiac image when the resolution is
equal to the number of measured data points. Since the original image has
a higher resolution, the reconstruction on the right seems very poor when
compared to the original on the left.
(a) Original Image (I) (b) Fourier Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 2.10: Fourier reconstruction of cardiac image when the number of
measured data points is equal to the original image resolution or the
required level of detail. Since the original image on the left is a pixelized
phantom, the reconstruction on the right becomes identical to the original
in this scenario.
is a perfect solution to the inverse problem when they are equal. Figure 2.10
shows that the reconstructed image on the right is identical to the original
image when the original image resolution and the number of measurements
are equal under a perfect measurement model with no measurement noise.
Obviously, there is no resolution size of a human body or a target object,
but Fourier reconstruction gives fair results when a large number of measure-
ments can be obtained to achieve the required level of detail during imaging
of static objects.
In order to eliminate the disadvantages of direct Fourier reconstruction,
new mathematical models were introduced that use prior knowledge. This
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prior knowledge improves the reconstruction when the measurement pool is
not large enough. We will first discuss reconstruction methods with k-space
correlations.
2.3.2 Spatial Correlation Methods
The reconstruction methods that use spatial correlations to improve im-
age quality and temporal resolution use the prior information from a low-
resolution scan or previous general knowledge. In direct Fourier reconstruc-
tion, a separate and complete image needs to be reconstructed at each time
frame. As a result, there are a number of measurement points necessary to
achieve required quality of reconstruction. Using spatial correlations, this
number can be decreased or the quality can be improved.
Reduced field of view methods, such as reduction of field of view for dy-
namic imaging by X. Hu and T. Parrish [15], focus the reconstruction on
hot spots. These hot spots have a higher intensity of change between time
frames, thus a reconstruction that focuses on this region provides better de-
tails. Since the number of measurement points is limited, the other areas
will have a slightly lower quality than direct Fourier. However, this does not
affect the overall image quality by much. On the other hand partial Fourier
reconstruction algorithms focus on the correlations in Fourier domain. The
data sets obtained in MRI may have redundancy depending on the imaging
scheme. By exploiting this prior knowledge, half of the measurement points
can be calculated during reconstruction from the other half obtained during
imaging. Different approaches are discussed by McGibney et al. [14]. Some
of these methods such as Margosian and homodyne detection reconstruc-
tions have higher speed compared to lower error methods such as Cuppen
and POCS algorithms.
Exploiting spatial correlations improves the image quality or temporal res-
olution compared with direct Fourier reconstruction. This benefit comes from
the spatial information in each individual image but it does not make use
of the temporal information in the object movement. The prior knowledge
that comes from the quasi-periodic and partially determinable movement of
the heart and cardiac tissues is not included in these reconstructions. Also
spatial correlations may show considerable difference from patient to patient,
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thus making it necessary to compute spatial correlations for each patient and
in some cases for each image. Considering these disadvantages, we will now
introduce reconstructions that use temporal correlations.
2.3.3 Temporal Correlation Methods
These algorithms make use of the correlations between frames of the imaging.
This prior knowledge comes from a low-resolution dynamic scan of the object
or previous general knowledge. Cardiac muscles and tissues move in a par-
tially determinable way that can be incorporated into the algorithm which
improves the image quality or temporal resolution with the given measure-
ment points.
Methods that only rely on temporal correlations fill in the missing points
in a time series of data obtained during imaging. Keyhole methods use the
low-frequency components of prior imaging sequences to establish a base line
and incorporate the high-frequency measurement points taken during the
current scan. Van Vaals et al. [5] use this method to capture the absorption
of the contrast agent. View sharing techniques such as BRISK [17] by Doyle
et al. use the fact that different k-space regions can be sampled in different
rates as a result of Fourier analysis. The missing points, where the sampling
rate is low, are calculated by Fourier interpolation. BRISK can be thought
of as the temporal version of reduced field of view methods. These types of
algorithms use a prior analysis of the object rather than actual data points.
Newer temporal correlation methods such as DIME [7] by Liang et al.
add a frequency component to the temporal correlation models. This addi-
tion helps to compute the missing temporal points much more accurately.
The theoretical complex frequency component for each time series can pin-
point the missing value in a quasi-periodic motion such as cardiac imaging.
However, the practical implementation of this component is reduced to real,
linear components where the resulting least squares problem can be solved
iteratively. DIME shows a considerable improvement over other temporal
correlation methods while keeping the noise at acceptable levels.
The methods that only use temporal correlations calculate each k-space
point independent of its neighbors. While the temporal correlation algorithm
may be enough to estimate the missing values in most cases, the disregarded
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spatial correlation can reduce the complexity of the algorithm or improve
the results. As a result, methods that use both spatial and temporal cor-
relations are developed. New ones such as k-t BLAST [20] by Tsao et al.
can increase the temporal resolution by four times while keeping the error at
the same levels. K-t BLAST uses one fifth of the imaging time for training
scans. Using these low-spatial resolution but high-temporal resolution scans,
it produces the squared deviation of each time frame from the temporal av-
erage of the object. Then, using this deviation matrix and the high-spatial,
low-temporal resolution measurement data, it creates high-spatial and high-
temporal resolution images. However algorithms that use both spatial and
temporal correlation are restricted to a sampling pattern by nature even
though k-t BLAST relaxes some of these restrictions.
We are going to use a Kalman filter in general in this thesis. Kalman
filter uses prior spatial and temporal knowledge obtained either from a low-
resolution scan or a derivation of previous scans. This prior information is
first incorporated into a motion model which is later used in the algorithm.
The Kalman filter iteratively corrects itself using the motion model and mea-
surement points at each time frame. The advantage of the Kalman filter is
that it can adapt itself to different situations by adjusting the weight of dif-
ferent inputs and correcting the results on the way. It is a robust and causal
method with statistical tools to keep the noise and error low. This advantage
will enable us to increase the temporal resolution much higher while keeping
the quality at desired levels.
2.3.4 Kalman Filter
Kalman filtering [36] reconstructs dynamically evolving objects from a num-
ber of measurements using a prior motion model. It consists of two parts:
a time update part and a measurement update part. The time update part
uses the prior motion model to update the reconstruction at time i to time
i+1. This motion model is usually derived from a pool of information which
does not provide specifics about the exact time and object. This missing
information is supplied during the measurement update part by the mea-
surement data obtained at the exact time from the exact object. At every
time step, both updates are applied iteratively.
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We should begin with the temporal-spatial model of the system. For a
system with original object vector xi at time i and xi+1 at time i+ 1, output
data vector yi, time update matrix Fi and measurement matrix Hi, we have
xi+1 = Fixi + ui (2.19)
yi = Hixi + vi (2.20)
where ui is the random state noise vector with NxNy elements whose co-
variance matrix is E[uiu
T
i ] = Qi and vi is the random measurement noise
vector with MxMy elements whose covariance matrix is E[viv
T
i ] = Ri . The
state noise vector adds adaptability to error in the time update model and
the measurement noise vector allows for error in the measurement update
model. Measurement noise covariance matrix Ri is derived from the general
noise information of the imaging system.
The Kalman filter uses all the previous measurements until time i to cal-
culate the linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate of the image
vector xi at time i. Before the recursive algorithm, a time-zero image vector
xˆ1|0 = x0 is chosen with an error whose covariance matrix P1|0 = Π0 is also
chosen and entered into the algorithm. When it is run, the Kalman filter es-
timates the image vector xˆi|i at every time step i where 1 ≤ i ≤ T . At every
time step, two updates are made to the estimated image vector: measure-
ment update and time update. During time update, xˆi+1|i is estimated using
the time update model and the past measurements, and the error covariance
matrix Pi+1|i of this estimation is updated. During the measurement update,
the image vector is updated with current measurement data with respect to
the difference between current measurements and synthetic derivation from
the previous image vector estimate. However, this data is scaled by the
Kalman gain matrix Ki defined in the measurement update step,
xˆi|i = xˆi|i−1 + Ki(yi −Hixˆi|i−1) (2.21)
Ki = Pi|i−1HTi (HiPi|i−1H
T
i + Ri)
−1
(2.22)
Pi|i = Pi|i−1 −KiHiPi|i−1 (2.23)
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) Kalman Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 2.11: Kalman filter reconstruction of cardiac image when the
number of measured data points is less than the original image resolution
or the required level of detail. The reconstructed image on the right
exhibits the anatomical features of the original image on the left.
where Hi was defined in Equation 2.9 and the time update step is
xˆi+1|i = Fixˆi|i (2.24)
Pi+1|i = FiPi|iFTi + Qi (2.25)
where Fi is the motion model matrix, which will be explained later.
The Kalman filter provides a robust and fast solution to the dynamic
imaging problem. It is robust because the reconstructed image does not
have negative values or very high frequency artifacts, or produce completely
unrelated results in any case. Prior information from the dynamic model is
incorporated into the equation along with measurements. This fine tuning
of the reconstruction creates clearer images with fewer measurements than
reconstructed image resolution. However, this lack of measurements puts
special importance on the motion model and the initial guess of the image
vector x0 used in the Kalman filter. This initial guess requires either a
different scan or a longer initial scan to reconstruct an image from only
measurements such as in Fourier reconstruction. After this initialization
process, the Kalman filter is a fast and robust process that corrects itself at
each step and so can be used for dynamic reconstructions. The reconstructed
image by Kalman filter is shown in Figure 2.11.
The main problem of the Kalman filter is the memory size it requires for
high-resolution reconstructions. Creating and storing the error covariance
matrix Pi|i′ with size NxNy × NxNy requires a very large memory during
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high-resolution reconstructions. For a two-dimensional resolution of 128x128,
the Kalman filter needs to store the error covariance matrix Pi|i′ of size
16384x16384 at each step. Considering that each point is a 32 bit number,
this matrix takes 1GB. When the memory of the computer is not enough, this
matrix needs to be flushed at each time step, which adds extra computational
time to the process. In order to overcome this problem, the ensemble Kalman
filter is developed. The ensemble Kalman filter overcomes these problems
using statistical approaches to decrease computational cost while keeping the
results relatively the same. The number of operations at each step has the
same order, but created and stored matrices are much smaller in comparison.
As a result we will explain and use the ensemble Kalman filter.
2.3.5 Ensemble Kalman Filter
The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a Monte Carlo technique applied on
the Kalman filter for large dynamic imaging problems. The statistical tools
it uses eliminate the need to store very large error covariance matrices while
keeping the result in a narrow range. In order to reduce the storage require-
ment for large matrices, the EnKF keeps an ensemble of L estimates xli|i′
where 1 ≤ l ≤ L. By keeping this, it can estimate a product of the error
covariance matrix Pi|i−1HTi with NxNy ×MxMy size which is smaller than
the NxNy ×NxNy size matrix when the number of measurements is smaller
than the image resolution.
Before the iterative algorithm of the EnKF is run, L initial states of the
image vector and random variables of the system are generated using pseu-
dorandom noise generators. The initial image vector xo and error covariance
matrix Π0 estimates are entered into the noise generators along with the
measurement vector yi. Thus, we have
xl1|0 ∼ N(x0,Π0) , yli ∼ N(yi,Ri) , uli ∼ N(0,Qi) (2.26)
where the initial state xl1|0 and random variables y
l
i and u
l
i are entered into
the ensemble Kalman algorithm in Equations 2.27 to 2.32. The EnKF time
update step only updates the ensemble of image vector estimates while the
measurement update step calculates the Kalman scale Ki based on error
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variance. The EnKF can be defined as
xˆli|i = xˆ
l
i|i−1 + Ki(y
l
i −Hixˆli|i−1) (2.27)
Ki = (Pi|i−1HTi )[Hi(Pi|i−1H
T
i ) + Ri]
−1
(2.28)
Pi|i−1HTi =
1
L− 1
L∑
l=1
x˜li|i−1(Hix˜
l
i|i−1)
T
(2.29)
x˜li|i−1 = xˆ
l
i|i−1 − x¯i|i−1 (2.30)
x¯i|i−1 =
1
L
L∑
l=1
xˆli|i−1 (2.31)
and
xˆli+1|i = Fi(xˆ
l
i|i) + u
l
i (2.32)
where the large error covariance matrix Pi|i′ is never computed or stored.
This results in a much smaller storage requirement for the computation and
reduces the computation time since smaller matrices do not need to be flushed
at every time step. When the ensemble of estimates L is close to or on the
same order as the number of pixels in one direction, the EnKF has the same
computational complexity as the Kalman filter. However, the storage issue
it resolves is a very important advantage even then. The EnKF reconstruc-
tion with L = N/2 is shown in Figure 2.12. Even with small L compared
with NxNy, the EnKF still produces results close to the Kalman filter while
accelerating the process and reducing the cost. These parameters and their
effects will be discussed later.
The most important part of the EnKF is the motion model which is com-
puted in the form of an Fi matrix. The motion model is the linear change
of values in pixels between each time frame. This linearity feature of the
model requires a simple but accurate algorithm to detect the motion. Since
the time intervals are very short, the change in pixels is limited to a few
pixels at each time. This makes a linear motion model possible, which can
be incorporated into the ensemble Kalman filter. We will discuss the general
aspects of motion modeling in the ensemble Kalman filter and the optical
flow algorithm we use in this thesis.
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) EnKF Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 2.12: Ensemble Kalman filter reconstruction of cardiac image when
the number of measured data points is less than the original image
resolution or the required level of detail. The reconstructed image on the
right is very similar to the Kalman filter reconstruction, reducing the
storage size with the same number of measurements.
2.3.6 Motion Model
A good Kalman filter or EnKF depends on an accurate model of the dynamic
motion of the object. Although the algorithm makes corrections along the
way by means of current measurements, this correction may not be very ef-
fective when the number of measurements is considerably smaller than the
resolution of the image. In that case, the motion model becomes more im-
portant to determine individual pixels. The motion model creates the low-
resolution structure of the object.
The motion model can be a generalization of the dynamic motion of the
object being imaged or it can be a generalization of the group of objects
in the same category. For example, a motion model can be produced by a
lengthy and detailed imaging of the patient by MRI, and then entered into
the algorithm for quick imaging sequences and reconstructions in the future.
Or the motion model can be derived from data obtained from a number of
patients and entered into the algorithm to reduce the imaging time of each
patient. Obviously, a personal motion model is much more accurate, but a
group model can eliminate anomalies if weighted heavily. In the case of car-
diac motion, the tissues such as heart muscles, vessels, fat and blood move
in a periodic and predictable fashion. The period of this movement can be
found by the ECG gating for each heart beat. However, different heart con-
ditions cause movement outside of this known motion.
EnKF uses a motion matrix Fi during the time step to compute the image
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at time i from the previous image at time i − 1 as in Equation 2.32. This
is where the prior information enters EnKF. We compute this motion ma-
trix from previous scans of the object. However, due to the small but rapid
changes of the heart in cardiac imaging, Fi cannot be computed using linear
inversion methods.
The first technique to compute spatiotemporal differences from image se-
quences was developed by Horn and Schunck [37]. This resulted in a variety
of different methods to estimate optical flow fields. Later some of these tech-
niques were evaluated and compared by Barron et al. [38] who conclude
that the most accurate results were reached by Fleet and Jepson [39] using
a phase-based technique.
In this thesis, we will use a different method based on a phased-based al-
gorithm by Gautama and Hulle [40]. Their results show low average error
and very low standard deviation when the dynamic image includes a flow-
ing structure, which we prefer because of the cardiovascular system. Their
method also decreases the computation time (in Matlab) when the change
between time frames are limited.
Mathematical Model
The optical flow algorithm by Gautama and Hulle includes three steps. The
first step consists of spatially filtering the image at every time frame i with
a group of quadrature filter pairs and calculating the phase responses. For
every spatial point n(x, y), the temporal phase gradient φi,j(n) is calculated.
Using this phase gradient, we compute the component velocity vc,j. The
second step eliminates the unreliable component velocities and in the third
step these component velocities are combined for each spatial point and a
two-dimensional velocity is estimated.
Gautama and Hulle use a set of quadrature Gabor filter pairs for every
time frame t. These filters have center frequencies (fx, fy) and a radially
symmetric Gaussian width of σ. Each filter has a constant bandwidth of
β octaves which are measured in one standard deviation in the frequency
domain. Then the Gaussian spatial width becomes
σ =
2β + 1
(2β − 1)2pi√f 2x + f 2y . (2.33)
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A quadrature Gabor filter pair output is complex-valued. The phase compo-
nent of the output is defined as φ(n, i). Fleet and Jepson [39] showed that a
temporal change of a phase contour (where the phase is constant) represents
the motion flow. The rate of the phase in time is
∇φ(n, i) · ∇n = (φn, φi) · (v, 1) = 0 (2.34)
where v is the two-dimensional velocity which we want to calculate. Using
the above equation the phase gradient in time is calculated as
φi = −(v · φn) = −‖φn‖ projφηn(v) (2.35)
where φηn denotes the normalized version of vector φn. We can deduce that
the phase gradient in time is a scaled version of the velocity component in the
spatial phase gradient direction. The velocity component can be calculated
as
vc = projφηn(v)φ
η
n =
−φ(n)
2pi(f 2x + f
2
y )
(fx, fy) (2.36)
where the spatial phase gradient φn is replaced by the frequency vector
(2pifx, 2pify) for practicality (the approximation is more accurate when the
bandwidth of the filters is small). For every filter pair j, the phase gradient
in time is calculated from the phase components by a least squares linear
regression on time-phase pairs. The phase wrap-around is compensated by
adding or subtracting (k · 2pi) if the difference between consecutive phases
exceeds pi. The slope of the time-phase regression line gives the phase gra-
dient in time. Gradients larger than pi create large regression errors but the
unstable results are eliminated in the second step.
Most of the regression error is a result of the phase nonlinearity. It is
also expected that an unstable phase in time will become nonlinear. After
least squares linear regression on the phase-time pairs and the unwrapping
technique, we define n as the ratio of mean square error to the absolute
value of the estimated gradient. The spatial points where this value exceeds
a constant threshold τ are disregarded when the velocity is calculated.
Each filter pair creates a component velocity vc,j in the direction of its
spatial gradient. Gautama and Hulle use 11 quadrature Gabor filters with
bandwidths of β = 0.6 octaves shown in Figure 2.13 [40]. Each component
velocity constrains the two-dimensional velocity v to lie on a constraint line
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Figure 2.13: The set of quadrature Gabor filters in frequency domain. The
circles have a diameter of σ, which is the Gaussian envelope width.
Lj orthogonal to the component velocity which is defined as
Lj :
v · vc,j
‖vc,j‖ = ‖vc,j‖ . (2.37)
Gautama and Hulle use the goal programming network (GPN) [41] to cal-
culate the optimal two-dimensional velocity from component velocities. The
aim of the algorithm is to minimize the summed orthogonal distance between
the two-dimensional velocity and the constraint lines. In order to allow for
negative values, the amplifiers of GPN, which represent the degree of goal
satisfaction, are set as f(x) = x, g(x) = x. Each iteration of the GPN algo-
rithm is defined as
vk+1 = vk −∆s
NL∑
j=1
vc,j
(
vk · vc,j
‖vc,j‖ − ‖vc,j‖
)
(2.38)
where ∆s is the GPN time interval and NL is the number of constraints. In
order to increase speed, ∆s is updated to 1.05×∆s at the next iteration if the
sum of all orthogonal distances decreases. If this sum increases, the last iter-
ation is canceled and ∆s is scaled to half. Another way to increase efficiency
is to use cascaded one-dimensional convolutions while calculating phase in-
stead of the two-dimensional convolutions. This method was proposed by
Heeger [42]. The length of the one-dimensional template is set to 6 standard
deviations of the Gaussian envelope of the filter pair. This results in errors
around image borders because the image is zero-padded for one-dimensional
convolution, so the region where Gaussian amplitude drops below 10 % of its
maximum is disregarded. Since we focus on cardiac images, a slightly larger
FOV makes sure that this region does not conflict with cardiac area.
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After our experiments with the algorithm, we set ∆s to 0.001 and the τ
to 0.01 for best results. We also use a three-frame window to calculate the
velocity vectors. Due to the rapid movement of the heart more time frames
create nonlinearity errors as explained by Gautama and Hulle [40]. After
calculating each velocity vector vn,i, we create the sparse motion matrix Fi
whose every element is zero except
Fi(n+ vn,i, n) = 1 (2.39)
where n and the vectorial sum n + vn,i are converted to the lexicographic
order.
Motion Model Matrix
The motion model matrix can be chosen for different dynamic objects. The
first option is to choose the motion model matrix Fi as the identity matrix
since the interval between each frame is very small. However this model
needs constant correcting with high-frequency measurement points in k-
space. Choosing the identity matrix also eliminates the advantage of prior
knowledge of general cardiac movement information. Unless the number of
measurement points is overwhelming or necessary to plot both low-resolution
and high-resolution changes, identity matrix is not a good choice.
Another approach is to use an optical flow algorithm [40] that calculates
displacement of pixels between each time frame. The idea behind this ap-
proach is mathematically explained above. When we look at two images of
consecutive time frames, the change of a pixel value is not an intensity change
but rather a coordinate change since the heart is moving. The pixel of that
value moves from point a to point b. The optical flow algorithm we use is
a common method that detects those movement vectors. We convert those
vectors into an Fi matrix and incorporate it into the ensemble Kalman filter.
What we input into this optical flow algorithm is important. A good ap-
proach is obtaining previous imaging results of the patient and inputting an
average of this collection to the optical flow algorithm to obtain the motion
model matrix. Another approach is to obtain a low-resolution scan of the
patient before the actual imaging and create a motion model matrix using
this low-resolution scan. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages.
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Previous high-resolution scans may introduce phantom changes that are cur-
rently absent in reality. Low-resolution pre-scans may produce blocky or
insufficient results when the number of measurements is smaller than the
desired resolution. In this thesis, we will use high-resolution synthetic data
which is obtained from the XCAT phantom, in order to create the motion
model matrix Fi from the optical flow algorithm, gather measurements and
recheck the reconstructions.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC MRI RECONSTRUCTIONS
3.1 Selection of Parameters
There are a number of parameters to be determined both in the EnKF algo-
rithm and the inverse equation. For the purpose of this thesis, we will try to
simplify the problem without the loss of generalization. As discussed earlier,
we use the XCAT phantom to simulate the human cardiac-torso. Although
we can increase the resolution for this image, the computational requirements
dictate Nx = Ny = 64. Since we use prior information derived from previous
scans of the object, the irregularity of the breathing motion creates compli-
cations. Since there are medical imaging methods which require the patient
to hold breath, we switched off the breathing setting. The motion model
F is calculated from the phantom at each time frame using the optical flow
algorithm explained in the previous chapter. This will be the prior informa-
tion that is fed into the EnKF. A total of T = 25 snapshots are produced for
the original image during one period of the cardiac cycle. The time interval
between each frame may differ due to the heart rate, but the measurement
sampling time can be scaled for small changes on the imaging system. Since
we are using a resolution of 64×64, the number of measurements will be less
than or equal to this number. The time interval between frames for a normal
heart is between 30 ms to 40 ms, which can produce 16× 16 measurements
with fast scan methods such as fast gradient imaging. This number can be
increased using ultra-fast imaging methods such as EPI, but we will keep
it under the image resolution because we want to investigate the improve-
ment in image quality by EnKF for low numbers of measurements. For the
synthetic setup we are using, we create the measurement data set using the
extracted original image and Equation 2.10. The noise component of the
equation is selected as a white Gaussian noise with variance 5×10−2 approx-
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imately 5 % of the maximum value of the measurements.
The values of variances that are used to calculate initial error covariance
matrix Φ0, measurement noise matrix Ri and state noise matrix Qi are im-
portant for better reconstructions. Increasing one will decrease the weight of
that input in the system. However, too much difference between variances
causes increased random noise in the reconstructed image, eliminating low-
value pixels and edges. In our experiments, we decided to use a two pixel
radius of correlation for the initial error covariance matrix. Uncorrelated
noise is selected for state noise, because there is no meaningful difference
in results between uncorrelated noise and two pixel correlation, and the less
correlation, the less computational complexity. The number of estimates L
is chosen up to 32, which is half the resolution along one direction. When
it is not declared, N = Nx = Ny = 64, M = Mx = My = 16, T = 25,
L = 32 and σΦ = 1×10−5σR = 1×10−2σQ = 5×10−4, and the cross-sections
belong to the image at the time frame i = 10. This moment of the cardiac
cycle is the middle point if we disregard the quiescent period. Since EnKF
can be applied backwards from the next Fourier reconstruction during the
next quiescent period, the reconstruction at i = 10 is the worst and last one
during the cardiac cycle when we set T = 25.
The initialization of EnKF is important since the algorithm iterates on
this first estimated image vector. Vector x0 is reconstructed by Fourier re-
construction using a larger data set where M = N . Even if this may not be
possible for each time frame, the initialization can be done this way with the
measurements obtained during the quiescent period of the heart. This almost
motionless interval of the heart lasts approximately 5 ×∆t, which can pro-
duce measurements close to the resolution N = 64 depending on the imaging
method. A more accurate initial guess will result in better reconstruction of
the entire cardiac cycle.
3.2 Comparison Method
An imaging reconstruction has two features that should be evaluated for the
performance of the reconstruction method: the visual approximation to the
original image and the mathematical error. The visual part is important
because of human capacity to evaluate different scenarios. For example, a
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reconstruction that looks shifted by a few pixels from the original can give
high error numbers in a formula while being visually accurate. Some arti-
facts also can cause higher error values while they can be visually dismissed
because they look artificial. On the other hand, we produce some mathemat-
ical results to realize and compare improvements, especially while setting the
parameters.
We are going to use the norm-1 scale error ei, or norm error in short, for
this purpose. For a reconstructed image vector xˆi and the original xi, the
norm error ei at time i is defined as
ei = ‖xˆi − xi‖1 / ‖xi‖1 (3.1)
which does not give information about the direction of the error due to its
permanent positive nature. Although the level of detail of the reconstruction
for each frame is important, the weight should be given to the direction
and the quality of the motion under the limited data set. This data set is
obtained from a synthetic original dynamic image from the XCAT phantom,
and the reconstructions from this data set are compared to the same original
dynamic image. Since there is no noise for the obtained data set, a Fourier
reconstruction achieves zero error when N = M . However, we added the
measurement noise into the system since every imaging system in real life
produces such a noise and it challenges the robustness of the system.
In order to show and compare the reconstructed and original images, we
used the same cross-sectional slice of the human torso. The intensity or the
appearance of the cardiac tissue may be different from usual medical images,
but they are sufficient for the purpose of this thesis. We can now proceed to
the results.
3.3 Reconstruction Results of Different Methods
The reconstruction methods explained in this thesis have different properties.
We begin the reconstruction results with a comparison of these reconstruction
methods. Figure 3.1 shows the original image along with Fourier, Kalman
and EnKF reconstructions. The EnKF produces a reconstruction very close
to that of the Kalman filter. Both images are sharper than Fourier recon-
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) Fourier Reconstruction (̂I)
(c) Kalman Reconstruction (̂I) (d) EnKF Reconstruction (̂I)
Figure 3.1: Comparison of reconstruction methods for N = 64, M = 16,
T = 25, L = 32, σΦ = 1× 10−5, σR = 1× 10−2, σQ = 5× 10−4. EnKF
produces similar results to Kalman filter that are clear, but Fourier shows a
better representation for the lower and thicker heart tissue.
struction, but the lower and thicker edge of the heart is better represented in
Fourier reconstruction. Fourier reconstruction softens the heart wall, which
causes it to disappear where it is thin. On the other hand, Kalman and EnKF
show thin walls as well as the left ventricle. However, Kalman and EnKF
use the optical flow algorithm which shifts some values to the neighboring
pixels. This is not a problem when the resolution is high but we can see the
difference in our low-resolution case. All parameters are set at default val-
ues. The norm error of Fourier reconstruction is 0.6540 while Kalman error
is 0.4604 and EnKF error is 0.4716. The difference in error shows us that
EnKF creates a much sharper image including small details and pixel-length
features. Kalman shows a better error value but the difference is close to the
measurement noise variance, so we can say that EnKF performs as accurately
as Kalman while decreasing the computational cost.
These results clearly show that the EnKF can be used instead of the
Kalman filter to reduce the storage cost without sacrificing detail. EnKF has
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relatively the same number of operations at each time frame as the Kalman
filter. However, the Kalman filter creates and flushes the covariance matrix
Pi of size N
2 × N2 at each time step when EnKF only stores the PiHiT
product of size N2 × M2. In cases where the number of measurements is
lower than the resolution, this advantage greatly reduces the computational
requirements. The EnKF algorithm we use has O(N2L) computations per
time-index.
EnKF has a noise level related to its parameters. The L number of en-
sembles is created with a pseudorandom number generator which contributes
to noise. We used a white Gaussian noise of variance 0.05 to simulate mea-
surement noise. We measure the noise output using Equation 3.1. Fourier
reconstruction creates a noise value of 0.1361 when the Kalman filter creates
a noise value of 0.042 and EnKF outputs a noise value of 4.15× 10−4. EnKF
absorbs the measurement noise by means of its ensembles. However it is
important that we adjust the parameters such that the ensemble variance is
close to measurement noise variance. When we decrease the variance of the
measurement ensembles, the noise value increases (0.035 at σR = 1× 10−3).
Next, we investigate both reconstructions when the number of measure-
ments decreases. Figure 3.2 shows that Fourier reconstruction becomes
blurred and non-defining as the number of measurements decreases, which is
expected. The error of Fourier reconstruction is 0.5764 at M = 32, increasing
to 0.6540 at M = 16 and 0.9271 at M = 8 while the increase in error of the
EnKF reconstruction is much slower, from 0.4610 to 0.4716 and 0.4825. At
M = 8, the error of Fourier reconstruction is meaningless because it shows
an averaging blur which holds the norm at some point but destroys the thin
edges.
This result indicates that the EnKF is a much better choice for low-
measurement data or creating images with higher resolution than the number
of measurements. This can also be seen in Figure 3.3 which shows the move-
ment in time along a line taken from reconstructed images at i = 1, 2, ..., 10.
While the dynamic reconstruction of the EnKF is better than that of Fourier,
the quality degrades in time due to the less-than-accurate motion model and
low number of measurements. However, even at its worst EnKF is a more
appropriate tool than Fourier for dynamic reconstruction.
EnKF is a modern reconstruction technique which uses statistical methods
and prior information to obtain images from less measurement. Therefore,
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(a) Fourier Reconst. at M = 32 (b) EnKF Reconst. at M = 32
(c) Fourier Reconst. at M = 16 (d) EnKF Reconst. at M = 16
(e) Fourier Reconst. at M = 8 (f) EnKF Reconst. at M = 8
Figure 3.2: Comparison of reconstructions at different number of
measurements for N = 64, T = 25, L = 32, σΦ = 1× 10−5, σR = 1× 10−2,
σQ = 5× 10−4. Fourier reconstruction degrades quickly, destroying the
edges, while EnKF maintains the shape of the object.
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(a) Original Line (I) (b) Fourier Reconst. (̂I) (c) EnKF Reconst. (̂I)
Figure 3.3: Comparison of reconstruction along one direction in time for
N = 64, M = 16, T = 25, L = 32, σΦ = 1× 10−5, σR = 1× 10−2,
σQ = 5× 10−4. EnKF presents a higher level of detail while we can see the
blurring with Fourier reconstruction. The reconstruction degrades in time
due to the low number of measurements.
comparing it only to Fourier reconstruction may not be enough. There are
other modern reconstruction methods such as k-t BLAST and DIME that
create accurate reconstructions using prior data and temporal correlation.
The power of these methods such as DIME partly depends on the computa-
tional power and time. Since we do not have real patient data in this thesis,
we do not have a side-by-side comparison. However, we will introduce the
basic facts.
K-t BLAST provides 4-fold improvement in temporal resolution docu-
mented by Tsao et al. [20] using single coil while keeping the error and
noise at acceptable values. K-t BLAST uses both temporal and spatial cor-
relations to achieve this increase so the sampling pattern is usually selected
in an incremental and periodic way. EnKF also chooses a similar sampling
pattern, although we assume all the measurements during one time interval
as taken at the same time. DIME [7] also uses the same sampling pattern
supporting it with gating. Using this secondary measurement data, DIME
achieves 6-fold improvement in temporal resolution. Both of these improve-
ments are the results of post-imaging computing with modern computing
systems.
EnKF also provides at least 4-fold improvement in temporal resolution
which can be seen in Figure 3.2. This may change using real measurement
data with very-high resolutions; however the simple, linear and self-correcting
structure of EnKF is adaptable to many situations. Compared to k-t BLAST
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and DIME, EnKF has a very important advantage, which is the opportunity
to increase temporal resolution by 16-fold. Although some of the fine fea-
tures will be lost and the result will be more similar to the prior information
fed to the system, this high speed can be achieved if requested due to the
weighted structure of EnKF. This fast imaging advantage compared to k-t
BLAST and DIME comes with another advantage, the decrease in compu-
tational load and time. Therefore, a quick scan or a real-time image can be
achieved with EnKF if requested.
The disadvantage of EnKF lies with the relatively long motion model ma-
trix computation from prior knowledge. However, once this step is done, the
iteration moves very quickly. The results also show that adjusting noise and
error can be problematic if it needs to be done quickly. A trial and error
approach is used in this thesis to adjust these values with parameters. We
will discuss internal parameters of EnKF and their comparison to each other.
3.4 Reconstruction Results of Different Parameters
The EnKF has its own degree of complexity. The increase in the number of
estimates, L, increases the storage size but improves the reconstruction. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows EnKF reconstructions at different L compared to the original
image. The figure shows that increasing L also increases the image quality
and removes some of the background noise created by the state noise vector
during the time update step. The error increases from 0.4716 to 0.4805 and
0.5031 while L decreases from L = 32 to L = 16 and L = 8 .
Finally, we investigate the effects of variances σΦ, σR and σQ on the quality
of the reconstruction. Increasing one of the variances deemphasizes the im-
portance of the associated input. We use the synthetic measurements with
white Gaussian noise with variance of 0.05 and the initial estimate of the
image vector is reconstructed perfectly by Fourier reconstruction. The vari-
ances associated with these inputs are adjusted according to their reliability.
The most reliable input (the initial estimate) has the lowest variance ensem-
bles (σΦ = 1× 10−5), the time update step has a variance σQ of 5× 10−4 and
the measurement ensembles have the highest variance σR at 1× 10−2 due to
the measurement noise we use. Figure 3.5 shows the comparison of images
when σQ is increased or decreased. Increasing σQ also increases the state
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) EnKF Reconstruction at L = 32
(c) EnKF Reconstruction at L = 16 (d) EnKF Reconstruction at L = 8
Figure 3.4: Comparison of reconstructions at different ensemble numbers
for N = 64, M = 16, T = 25, σΦ = 1× 10−5, σR = 1× 10−2, σQ = 5× 10−4.
As L decreases, the image quality degrades and the background noise
increases due to the state noise vector at the time update step.
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) EnKF Reconstruction at σQ =
5× 10−5
(c) EnKF Reconstruction at σQ =
5× 10−4
(d) EnKF Reconstruction at σQ =
5× 10−3
Figure 3.5: Comparison of reconstructions with different state noise
covariance matrices for N = 64, M = 16, L = 32, T = 25, σΦ = 1× 10−5,
σR = 1× 10−2. As the variance of the state noise increases, the background
noise creates artifacts.
noise which creates higher background noise leading to artifacts. Variance
σQ at 5 × 10−3 has a norm error of 0.4837. Decreasing σQ emphasizes the
motion model over measurements which can cause large reconstruction errors
when the prior information has considerably changed in the current object.
The same principle applies to the initial error covariance matrix which is
shown in Figure 3.6. Although it is a perfect reconstruction in this scenario,
decreasing the variance σΦ may cause large reconstruction errors if the ini-
tial estimate is faulty. However, getting the best initial estimate is one of
the priorities of this method. Increasing the initial variance creates initial
background noise with 0.4795 error.
The measurement error in our simulation comes from the white Gaussian
noise added to the measurements that are derived from synthetic images with
no error. Decreasing or increasing this value affects the output of the mea-
surement noise on the reconstructions as Figure 3.7 shows. Increasing σR to
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) EnKF Reconstruction at σΦ =
1× 10−6
(c) EnKF Reconstruction at σΦ =
1× 10−5
(d) EnKF Reconstruction at σΦ =
1× 10−4
Figure 3.6: Comparison of reconstructions with different initial error
covariance matrices for N = 64, M = 16, L = 32, T = 25, σQ = 5× 10−4,
σR = 1× 10−2 . As the variance of the initial error increases, the
background noise creates artifacts, increasing error.
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(a) Original Image (I) (b) EnKF Reconstruction at σR =
1× 10−3
(c) EnKF Reconstruction at σR =
1× 10−2
(d) EnKF Reconstruction at σR =
1× 10−1
Figure 3.7: Comparison of reconstructions with different measurement error
covariance matrices for N = 64, M = 16, L = 32, T = 25, σQ = 5× 10−4,
σΦ = 1× 10−5. As the variance of the measurement error decreases, the
measurement noise we applied creates artifacts and increases error.
1 × 10−1 increases error to 0.4819 since it creates additional measurement
artifacts. Decreasing the variance from to 1 × 10−3 increases the error to
0.5336 since the measurement ensembles can no longer compensate for the
measurement noise with variance 0.05.
The results show that the ensemble Kalman filter is very productive when
the number of measurements is less than the resolution. Near optimum vari-
ance values are shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. The results are discussed
further in the next section.
3.5 Discussion
The results presented in the previous section lead directly to some conclu-
sions. One of the anomalies we see in EnKF reconstruction is the close simi-
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larity of some features of the heart in later time steps to the initial estimate.
The main reason for this paradox is that the motion model in EnKF over-
powers the measurements, since their numbers are low and high-frequency
components are missing, and creates reconstructions closer to what the mo-
tion model dictates. Since we are bound by the quality of the motion model
obtained from the optical flow algorithm, it may not always create excellent
results. Trying to emphasize the measurements does not always work be-
cause it also creates state noise in the background.
Table 3.1 shows the error numbers for different settings of parameters. Al-
though norm error might not be the perfect mathematical comparison model
between different methods of reconstruction, it indicates small improvements
when used within the same method. The results show that increasing the
number of measurements helps with the quality of the reconstruction. The
increased number of estimates stored for the image vector also decreases the
error along with some of the background noise. The motion model is very
important for the ensemble Kalman filter. We derived it using an optical
flow algorithm on the XCAT phantom and it gives a better representation
of the small details than Fourier reconstruction. However, a more precise
model may produce much better results for each different object.
The variances of different inputs into the system are used to emphasize or
deemphasize each of them. However, increasing the uncertainty of an input
too much creates noise and does not guarantee a more precise reconstruc-
tion. Some near optimal values were found in the previous section. The
uncorrelated noise model is also not very useful when the measurements or
the initial estimates are scaled for some reason. A correlated model can be
used in such a situation.
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Table 3.1: Errors for different parameter settings. The values are much
more important when they are compared within the same reconstruction
method.
Method M L σΦ σR σQ Error
Fourier 16 - - - - 0.6540
Kalman 16 - 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4604
EnKF 16 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4716
Fourier 32 - - - - 0.5764
EnKF 32 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4610
Fourier 8 - - - - 0.9271
EnKF 8 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4825
EnKF 16 16 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4805
EnKF 16 8 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.5031
EnKF 16 32 1× 10−4 1× 10−2 5× 10−4 0.4795
EnKF 16 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−3 5× 10−4 0.5336
EnKF 16 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−1 5× 10−4 0.4819
EnKF 16 32 1× 10−5 1× 10−2 5× 10−3 0.4837
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
4.1 Summary
This thesis proposes a dynamic imaging model for use when sufficient num-
bers of measurements cannot be collected at each time interval to Fourier-
reconstruct images. The original method, the Kalman filter, is a robust and
fast image reconstruction method for dynamic objects. It incorporates the
prior information by a motion update matrix which is calculated previously.
The Kalman filter lets us adjust the weight which we want to give to each
input, including measurements, initial estimate and prior information. The
algorithm is also adaptable to temporal artifacts since each step can cor-
rect the reconstruction accordingly. However, the Kalman filter creates and
stores very large matrices, which is costly for large-scale imaging systems.
The ensemble Kalman filter is a Monte Carlo statistical approximation to
the Kalman filter, eliminating the need to store very large matrices by up-
dating and storing an ensemble of image vector estimates.
EnKF produces high-quality results when the number of measurements is
less than the required resolution. The results are better in comparison to
other methods when the number of measurements is very limited. Modern
techniques such as k-t BLAST and DIME show 6-fold increase in temporal
resolution. EnKF can provide 16-fold increase in frame rate if problems such
as similarity to initial estimate are accepted. More ensembles in EnKF pro-
duce better and clearer results. EnKF needs a precise motion model to pro-
duce object-selective results. A general motion model may deemphasize the
anomalies present in the specified object. The motion model, initial estimate
and measurements are balanced with variances of these inputs. However,
this is a fine-tuning process because further changing one of the variances
either causes very high background noise or cancels that input.
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It is hoped that this method will improve upon current dynamic imaging
techniques with fast, sharp and accurate reconstructions. The application of
this method to real patient data will bring new advantages to the optimiza-
tion process.
4.2 Future Work
The proposed imaging technique is not perfect. The most important im-
provement should be to create a better and rapid motion model based on the
current object. Although a low-resolution reconstruction can be used to cre-
ate this motion model at the moment, the synthetic nature of the system we
used would prevent any improvements over the current model. Real patient
data is necessary to investigate the effect of different motion models.
Real patient data is also crucial in finding out the optimum variances for
different inputs. Using a synthetic system created noise-free measurements
and an initial estimate (so we added a white Gaussian noise to the mea-
surements), whereas these inputs have an error factor in real life. This error
model depends on the imaging system which cannot be simulated without
further knowledge. Different real life noise models should be added to the
proposed technique.
The EnKF offers a clear advantage in storage over the standard Kalman
filter. However, the computational cost and time can further be decreased
using a few options. One option can be updating the Kalman scale matrix,
one by one for each measurement, when the measurement errors are uncorre-
lated. This will reduce the storage size needed for the measurement update
step. Another improvement is using and updating only the cardiac part of
the torso. Although the measurements carry information about other parts
of the upper torso, there are different canceling methods to achieve cardiac-
only measurements from them, such as removing the non-moving parts of
the image and subtracting their measurement values from the obtained data.
EnKF should be compared to other modern methods such as k-t BLAST and
DIME in terms of computing time and cost using the same parameters, envi-
ronment and inputs. The number of operations for each time step is similar
to that of Kalman filter, but it can be decreased by lowering the number of
ensembles. Since we do not need to flush large matrices with EnKF, com-
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puting time is shorter than for the Kalman filter even with a high number of
ensembles.
The ensemble Kalman filter for magnetic resonance imaging is a new ap-
proach and requires future work for better results. However, it promises
faster and more accurate reconstructions when fully researched.
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